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OUR BEST FISHING TRIPS

Minnesota’s
Best Bets For Fishing
There are two types of anglers in our state: those who fish close to home
and those who like to explore. Here’s something for everyone.
Some anglers pretty much stick to
their home lake. They might have a
cabin or a house there, or they live
nearby and have become comfortable
on this body of water because they
know it so well. Then there are those
people who search out the hot bite.
There’s something to be said about
chasing a hot bite. Rapidly changing
water temperatures, a good yearclass, a drop in the forage base or
some other phenomenon will create a
situation where a particular species

by Tim Lesmeister
on a certain body of water will all of
a sudden be jumping on a lure or bait.
Get there early and you can join in on
some fine fishing. Get there late and
you will be hearing that old saying,
“Shoulda been here yesterday.”
Here are 36 locations that should be
hot in the next 12 months.
JANUARY
Gull Lake
Gull Lake near Brainerd has always

been a walleye hotspot. The beauty of
Gull is that many of the resorts on the
lake are open year ’round, and there
are a lot of hotels and motels in
Brainerd and Nisswa.
The key to finding and catching
walleyes on Gull is to work the 18- to
28-foot depths from the tip of a point
into an inside turn. Walleyes on Gull
strongly relate to the breaklines created by structure elements and use
these highways in their migrations.
Use a flashy jigging spoon tipped
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WALLEYES
Gull Lake

CRAPPIES
Twin Lake

PERCH
Steamboat Lake

WALLEYES
Rainy River

WALLEYES
St. Croix River

LARGEMOUTHS
Lake Waconia

BL
Lake

Tips: Work points
and inside turns,
keeping the bait near
bottom in 18 to 28
feet of water. The
walleyes on Gull Lake
are known to relate
strongly to structural
elements.

Tips: The crappies in
Twin Lake will be
suspended over the
deep holes. The best
presentation consists
of a minnow on a
plain hook under a
bobber to get the right
depth.

Tips: The water is
clear on Steamboat
Lake, so if you have
an underwater viewing
camera, you’re in luck.
The fish will show
their aggressiveness;
use the presentation to
match the mood.

Tips: It’s early-season
river fishing at its
finest. Use a jig-andminnow, and pitch this
combination to the
shallow rock and
riprap. Choose the jig
size to match the current.

Tips: You will find
walleyes on the shallow rubble. Use a
minnow-tipped jig to
pitch the bait to the
fish, or rig up a heavier bottom-bouncer
and work the channel.

Tips: The milfoil is
beginning to thicken,
and the big bass are
using the vegetation
to hide. These big
largemouths will
ambush a jig and
trailer pitched into the
heavy cover.
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CRAPPIES
Lake Lida

WALLEYES
Lake Plantaganet

PERCH
Mille Lacs

PIKE
Basswood Lake

WALLEYES
Woman Lake

WALLEYES
Bowstring Lake

WALLEYES
Rice Lake

WALLEYES
Lake Wabana

CRAPPIES
Stahls Lake

WALLEYES
Mississippi River
At Red Wing

CRAPPIES
Lake Emily

LARGEMOUTHS
Lake Mary
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with a minnow head.
Lake Lida
There are some very big crappies
in Otter Tail County’s Lida, and they
are not as tough to find when the lake
is coated with a layer of ice. There’s a
deep hole south of the access that
nestles up to a sand/rubble bar that’s
always a great place to start your
search. You need a sonar to find these
suspended fish.
Rice Lake
The water visibility in Stearns
County’s Rice Lake in the winter
months is just adequate enough to set
up an underwater viewing camera and
watch those walleyes come into the
bait. You don’t see them until they are
right there, but quit pumping and start
twitching when you see that shadow
coming. Make sure to use brightly
colored jigging spoons that incorporate a little flash as well.
FEBRUARY
Twin Lake
Wright County’s Twin Lake gets a
fair share of winter fishing pressure,
but this lake still cranks out plenty of
big crappies. The two bays on the
south end both drop into more than 50
feet of water, so the crappies have all

kinds of water to suspend in.
Some other good locations to chase
crappies on Twin are to the west of the
big island where the bottom slows its
drop and begins to taper into deep
water. Anywhere around the small
island on the northeast end of the lake
can be productive, and both of the bays
on the north end are crappie magnets.
The water clarity in Twin is good,
so once you locate a school of fish,
just a hook and a minnow will be all
that’s necessary to entice a bite.
Lake Plantagenet
Most winter walleye anglers focus
on the two sunken islands on
Plantagenet, but there is also plenty
of walleye potential on the point on
the south end and on the inside turn it
creates. There are a lot of nice-sized
walleyes in Plantagenet.
Lake Wabana
Itasca County’s Lake Wabana is
considered a tough lake to fish in the
summertime, but it produces for
anglers in the winter. There is a good
population of walleyes and the clear
water is a great place to incorporate
an underwater camera. The walleyes
will be bunched up on a dropoff or
near a point, and you can lure them in

with a lure that has some flash.
MARCH
Steamboat Lake
The perch on Cass County’s
Steamboat Lake can make you work
for a few nice ones, but then you can
also get into a school of 12-inchers.
There are a lot of perch in Steamboat,
and if an angler doesn’t mind sorting
through a few smaller fish during the
course of a day on the ice, some bigger fish will be there.
The water is clear, so the fish can be
finicky. When you see the perch swim
up to the bait on the sonar or camera,
if they won’t commit, drop the jig with
the minnow or wax worm right into
the sandy bottom. Those perch will
face down toward the bait and suck it
right off the bottom. It’s a great trick
to know when you find those fish
unwilling to take suspended bait.
Mille Lacs
The perch are back, and they are
big and they are biting. The trick to
getting into the big schools of nice
perch is to be mobile. Rent a stationary shack to use as a base camp if
you’re going to be out on the ice for a
few days, but take along the portable
shelter when you want to get serious
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BLUEGILLS
Lake Minnewawa

WALLEYES
Lake of the Woods

LARGEMOUTHS
Pokegama Lake

WALLEYES
Cass Lake

PIKE
Sturgeon Lake

WALLEYES
Lake Melissa
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Tips: There is plenty
of vegetation on Lake
Minnewawa, all of it
providing good cover
for the big sunfish
there. Use a bobber
and cast it into the
openings in the vegetation.

Tips: While all the
other lakes are slowing down, Lake of the
Woods heats up.
Trolling crankbaits
works great, but you
need the gear to get
them deep.

Tips: Spinnerbaits in
the cabbage will drag
out hose huge largemouth bass that hide
in the channel that
feeds Pokegama.
Topwater lures are also
a great option in the
thickest vegetation.

Tips: Do not overlook
the shallower water
around the bulrushes
in October on Cass.
A jig-and-minnow
pitched to the sparse
vegetation works well
or a jig and slip-bobber.

Tips: Small muskie
plugs cast and retrieved over the top of
the vegetation works
well where there are a
lot of big pike. If no
pike are shallow, then
trolling is the next
best option.

Tips: Early-ice
walleyes on Melissa
will be relating to
points and the steepdropping edges of the
sunken islands. Try a
1/8-ounce jigging
spoon tipped with a
minnow head.
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LARGEMOUTHS
Prior Lake
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Mississippi River
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